June 25, 2020

DIVISION MEMORANDUM
NO. 93 S, 2020

CONSTITUTING THE EDITORIAL BOARD OF THE CLARION AS THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF SDO – SORSOGON PROVINCE

To: Assistant Schools Division Superintendent
   SGOD and CID Chiefs
   AO V Administrative Services
   AO V Finance
   Heads of Public and Private Elementary and Secondary Schools
   Section Heads

1. For purposes of establishing the official publication of this Division as a mechanism in reporting to the public about educational updates relative to the implementation of programs and projects and as an information platform for policies and plans, The Clarion is therefore organized with the Editorial Board constituted.

   Editorial Board: Annie B. Baylon
                   Leslie J. Guantero
                   Roman B. Jebulan
                   Maricel M. Dineros
                   Sharon A. Vito
                   Rex T. Barbin
                   Joseph John J. Perez
                   Ross Gime
                   Tirso Rico Rodriguez
                   Alfred H. Dedase
                   Marivic Anonuevo
                   Rochelle Opalalic
                   April Pauline Arevalo
                   Ma. Jeany T. Abayon
                   Jose L. Doncillo

2. The Board is primarily responsible for matters of content, overall management and editorial accountability in consultation with top management. Advisorship is delegated to ASDS Ma. Jeany T. Abayon while coordination and management of the publication shall be undertaken by personnel detailed at the newly-created Communications and Publications Unit under the direct supervision of the Office of the Schools Division Superintendent.
3. Expenses relative to acquisition, production, reproduction and distribution of the publication as well as travel and capacity-building activities of the staff shall be chargeable against local funds subject to the usual accounting and auditing rules and regulations.

4. Immediate dissemination of this Memorandum is desired.

JOSE L. DONCILLO, CESO V
Schools Division Superintendent